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Motivation

What the regression curve does is give 
a grand summary for the averages of 
the distributions corresponding to the 
set of of x’s. We could go further and 
compute several different regression 
curves corresponding to the various 
percentage points of the distributions 
and thus get a more complete picture 
of the set.

–Mosteller and Tukey (1977)



Intuition

In OLS, we do not assume independency between predictors X and residual e. 
(linearity; strict exogeneity; no multicollinearity; spherical errors; normality).

Is there a way to loosen the constraint such that the variable is independent of the 
error in a certain manner? 

To form this question in a better way, let X be a random variable in R^d, Y be a 
random variable in R, and X, Y both have continuous distribution (density function 
exists). Is there a function Q(X, t) such that Q is increasing in t for each X and 
there exists another random variable U independent from X following a uniform 
distribution on [0,1] that makes Y = Q(X, U)?



Univariate Quantile

Given a real-valued random variable X, and its cumulative distribution function F, we 
will define the τth quantile of X as:



Quantile Loss Function

Optimization problem of quantile loss function:

Sketch of the proof (using FOC): 

Solve 

Substitute with



Conditional Quantile 

Similarly, the conditional τ th quantile solves:

Assume linear formation, we have the following parametric form



Back to Intuition – Specified Quantile Regression

Is there a function Q(X, t) such that Q is increasing in t for each X and there exists 
another random variable U independent from X following a uniform distribution on 
[0,1] that makes Y = Q(X, U)? The goal is to correctly define U.

Define U such that 

Recall the inverse relationship

Hence, we obtain a uniform distribution fully independent from X. 



Regression Quantiles Computation: Linear Programming 

For every linear programming problem (the primal problem), there exists an 
associated LP problem called its dual problem (there’s complementary slackness.)

Primal:

Dual:



Linear Programming - Continued

The goal is to minimize

We consider its sample version for the ease of coding



Primal - Dual Problem

Original:

After Lots of Linear Algebra…

Primal:

Dual: 



Another Way

Dual →                         

Primal →

Call - Put Parity



Realization

Solve the LP problem 

using Gurobi 



Compare the beta values



Quantile Curve 

τ β

The previous optimization problem has provided a way to compute β for 
pointwise values of τ. 

If we want to compute the whole curve that maps τ to β, the pointwise method 
surely makes it an impossible task to finish…

The solution is not difficult, we “integrate” the infinite amount of optimization 
problem into one!



Continued

                        

Primal →

Dual →



Monotonicity Constraint



Sampled Version



After all these                                                                               

matrix algebra…

We defined a joint

probability density,

π!

← replace with D



1D Vector Quantile Regression 
1D-VQR is equivalent to classical quantile regression by construction!



Computation

Vectorize



Vector Quantile Regression - General Case 



More topics to explore:

Regularized Vector Quantile Regression

From Quasi-specified QR to Unspecified QR

…

Brenier’s Continued 
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